The group's data and documents on government
Unprecedented coalition of former deep cover agents'&'operatives detalls and documents corruption, in which they are either participated or
government corruption that is inflicting enormous financial;
and sometimes fatal observed, include:
harm upon unsuspecting Americans. The group includes former FBI Special Agents,
.
; Decades of CIA drug trafficking into the United
heads of CIA airlines and financial institutions, drug traffickers, Mafia families, and
States, often with organized crime, later joined by the
other spooks. The book, Defrauding America, is filled with facts and documentation; no
. Drug Enforcement Administration, the military, and the
conspiracy theories. A must-read to understand the cancerous extent of government
National Security Council, aided and abetted by the
corruption in the three branches of government and the obstacles facing Americans in
coverup
and 'disinformation tactics of government and
defending themselves.
non-government checks.and balances.
CIA looting of U.S. finmicia1 i ~ d i t u t i o n s ,including
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the
savings and loans, HUD,and other financial
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operations.
Diverse deep-cover background of Stich's group of deep-cover sources, Stich's
The looting of Chapter 11 assets, turning many
background a s federal investigator, the evidence generated from his aggressive 30 years
Americans who naively exercise this statutory
of David v. Goliath battles to expose government corruption,' hundreds of government
protection into paupers. Heavily implicated in this
documents, and reference to judicial and other government records, provide*outstandihg..
corruption are federal judges, trustees, and law firms.
support. The author was a Navy pilot, an airline captain, and has appeared as guest and'
Government-ordered "termination" of American
expert on over 2500 radio and television shows since 1978 in the United states, Canada,
POWs in Indochina; and supporting documents.
Mexico, Germany, and Holland.
Key role played by the c 1 ~ : a n dJustice Department in
the
Pan Am 103 Lockerbie a n d TWA,flight 800
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disasters.
Unclassified, the magazine of the Association of National Security Alumni: "It is
Other covert operations that have, or are, defrauding
required reading for anyone concerned with national security system abuses.,.This is a
. America, including October Suiprise, Inslaw, BCCI,
moving book by a man of integrity deeply affected by the injustice, criminality,.and - '.
BNL, and Iran-Contra.
suffering he has seen and personally experienced over the past two decades. " - . . .
Government retaliation against those seeking to
Nexus magazine: "This is a thoroughly researched and comprehensive book. I highly
report these activities, including assassinations,
recommend the book as an all-time classic in its fleld. " L. Fletcher Prouty, author The
mysterious deaths, and the 30-year persecution of the
Secret Team, and JFK-The CIA, Vietnam and the Plot to Assassinate John F. Kennedy:
author.
"Your book I S great. " John Austin's HIS Features in Hollywood: "The most explosive
Symbolic involvement in these activities by Congress,
book on the market."
.
Department of Justice, federal judges, Supreme Court
Justices, and much of the media.
Details of the great harm suffered by Americans as a
Encyclopedia of Secret Operations by the CIA, DEA, and Other Covert Agencies.
result of these and other government activities.
Explosive third edition, hard cover, 753.pages, $28 plus $4 shipping.
Details of how the American public is kept
uninformed of these activities.
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